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QUALITY UNCOMPROMISED

ALUMINUM PACKAGE
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Shining Aluminum Packaging Co., Ltd, is one of the China leading manufacturer of 
aluminum bottle, aluminum jar, aluminum tube, and other unique aluminum packaging 
for global consumers in Engine & Oil Fluid Additives, Fuel Additives, Motor Oils, Diesel 
Additives and Car care.

Our bottles are made from pure aluminum which is 100% recyclable, making our bottles 
eco-friendly. The one-piece aluminum construction and customized shape of our bottles 
and canisters, offer a feeling of originality and exclusivity.

Recyclable

Formable Protective

Aluminum packaging helps save 
resources during the transport and 
storage of the protected product and the 
packaging itself, both to the consumer 
and at the end of the packaging life.

The formability of aluminum allows for the 
manufacture of shape  bottle. The metal’s 
malleability also means that aluminum 
packaging can be easily deformed without 
losing its barrier integrity. 

Aluminum's diverse range of finishes 
plus its compatibility with all printing 
technologies provides designers with 
enormous scope to create packaging 
with stunning graphic design, shelf 
presence and brand identity. 

The aluminum drinks bottle is the most 
recycled beverage container in the world 
and most aluminum bottle applications 
are fully recyclable as well.
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Decorative

About SHINING

ADVANTAGE
Lightweight

A  L  U Tinplate

Aluminum bottle packaging is the lightest 
material to offer a complete barrier to 
light, gases and moisture and can help to 
extend the life of products. 
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Extrusion

Internal Coating

Printing

Necking

APPLICATION



www.albottle.com

PLASTIC ROPP CAP

PLASTIC SHAP CAP

100-1500ml

100-600ml

Funnel

Funnel

Aluminum cover

PE plug with tear off ring

PE plug with tear off ring

PP cap with tamper evident tear off ratchet ring

Plastic ROPP cap



0574-87811501

Aluminum Screw cap

1- 8 Colors heat transfer printing

Aluminum ROPP cap 1- 9 Colors offset printing

Capping machine

30-1000ml
ALUMINUM ROPP CAP



50-1000ml

5-300ml

SPRAY BOTTLE

JAR



CUSTOMIZABLE


